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This presentation
Explain data / task

How to find text reuse

Show some example results

Find viral news

If enough time, show a search interface where one can search the results



Starting point
- Digitized Finnish newspapers and journals from 1770-1920

- About 5 million pages
- Availabe for public access at Kansalliskirjasto.fi
- OCR-read text



The task
- Finding viral reused passages

- First find all kinds of reused passages from these

- News, advertisements, poems, timetables, etc.
- Can be used to see how news spread

- Starting location → ending location
- How fast a particular piece of news spread
- How often it appeared
- How often it was reprinted in the same publication
- Lots of different applications

- Also possible to see long term reuse
- Over 100 years between reuse
- Impossible to do manually



The task
- Should be simple to find them, right?
- Several text document similarity measures exist

- ngram overlap etc.

- Well, no
- The OCR quality is at times pretty abysmal
- Mostly due to the fraktur font



Example pair - Finnish
Multa t\ä@tä fyNlkÄsiii kchtalostu ,ct , Abouil Asi,3 wic!lä ticiun't>t ,mitää>«, »
vaalii luiftti iloista M,m<iä Tshiragauissa, ©elä fi:föf3>i'öi että uiUfatfpäim 
-uhkaisiloui i Hviarat, miinto fu^tiaani 'fatifefi- fuffotai» lÄuja THi roinin, 
puutarhassa ja, ipici'ilitsi hwi'tt<iiöii fmmiamcrk^iUi ja anoo» »imilyMla,

Mutta tästä synkästä kohtalosta ei Abbul Asib »ielä tiennyt mitään, vaan »ietti 
iloista elämää TshiraganiSsa. Sekä sis»Stä «ttä ulkoapäin uhkasivat «aarat. mutta 
sulttaani katseli lukkotaisteluja Tfhiiaaanin puutarhassa ja palkitsi voittajan 
lunnicnnerleillä ja ar° vonimityksillä.



Example pair - Finnish



How to go about it then?
- BLAST

- Program designed for comparing and aligning biomedical sequences, like proteins
- Finds overlapping sequences in a large sequence database (used on whole genomes)

- Overlap means a sub region in two sequences that are similar
- Whole sequence does not have to be similar

- 25% overlap in protein sequences significant
- Does exactly what we want

- Problem: the data is not protein sequences...



BLAST
- We need to encode our data to proteins
- 23 distinct amino acids to work with
- Find the 23 most used characters from the data
- Form character → amino acid mapping



BLAST
- Using the mapping, encode the data into proteins, discarding characters 

that don’t have a match in the mapping

- "This is an example sentence”  → “DSCHCHBEGBNQFGHGEDGEG”
- We then feed our proteins to BLAST



BLAST
- BLAST outputs a pairwise alignment for all sequences

- Meaning for all pairs we know the regions that are similar, i.e. that contain text reuse

- Uses heuristic methods to decide which parts of the sequences should be 
aligned

- Example:
- This is ---- an example sent----.
- This is not an example sentence.



BLAST
- We know which parts of the sequences are the hits
- Using the sequence offsets, we cluster all hits that overlap enough to be 

part of the same cluster



BLAST - cluster
- Example of a cluster



BLAST
- BLAST can find even very short matches

- Like 5 characters long hits

- We limited matches to minimum 300 characters

- Shorter than that tends to be boilerpate
- Would increase the amount of results several times



Results
- Found 73,922,354 hits, consisting of 13,797,868 clusters

- Took nearly 500,000 CPU core hours
- Running on a single laptop would take 14 years

- Thankfully CSC provided access to supercomputers
- Took only 2 weeks



Results
- How similar the matches were:



Example
News of a bank robbery



Map



Viral news
- Massive database of results
- How to find the viral ones?
- Largest cluster = most viral?
- Maybe highest span?

 



Viral news - highest count
- Count: 1013
- An add for Apothecary
- Clearly not  “viral”
- Spread to:

- 10 locations
- 19 titles
- 9713 days



Viral news - highest span
- Death announcement

- Probably

- Again, not “viral”
- Printed in 1772, 1872 and 1918
- 1 location
- 2 titles

- Example of long term reuse



Viral news - viral score
- Calculate a virality score for each cluster

- Take in account the number of unique locations, unique titles and the time time it took 
for the reuse to spread

- Scaled the number to be between 0 and 100
- 0 least viral
- 100 most viral



Viral news - viral score
- One problem:

- Even a single “late” reprint will completely destroy the score, even if it would otherwise be 
viral

- Omit outliers
- If a reprint is clearly not part of the main “cluster” of reprints, ignore it
- Keeps the viral score realistic



Viral news - Least viral
- Viral score 0
- Printed once in 1802 and then again in 1902
- Another long term example

- Naturally, long term reuse is the opposite of viral



Viral news - Non viral
- Gap where no 

reprints occurred
- Clear spikes in 50, 

100



Viral news - Most viral
- Viral score 100
- Appeared in:

- 26 unique locations
- 45 unique titles
- in 1 day

- Actually a paid Ad

- Idea works
- Would require a cluster classification first
- Ignore ads



Examine clusters
- http://comhis.fi/clusters
-

http://comhis.fi/clusters


Conclusion
- A robust method to detect text reuse even through heavy OCR noise
- Viral score to rank the results and find the viral ones
- Search interface to search the found clusters



Thanks for listening!

Aleksi Vesanto, TurkuNLP, avjves@utu.fi


